Monarch Butterfly Life Cycle Mini Quadrama
Assembly Instructions

1. Cut out the Monarch mini quadrama and all of the pieces; Monarch eggs, Monarch larva, Monarch pupa, Monarch adult stand, Monarch adult, and the 4 quadrama labels. (Be sure to cut along the lines circled in red on diagram 1.)

2. Create hill folds along the dashed lines, and valley folds along the dotted lines.

3. Arrange the Monarch mini quadrama so that the blank triangles are aligned under the polygon sections, and glue them into place.

4. Lightly glue the two sides of the Monarch eggs leaf together, and curl it lengthwise with the eggs facing out. Then place the Monarch eggs piece into one of the four sections of the mini quadrama, with the stem in the bottom rear corner, and the eggs facing out. Use the tabs to glue it into place.

5. Curl the Monarch larva piece lengthwise with the larva facing out. Then place the Monarch larva into the correct section of the mini quadrama (remember the order of the Monarch life cycle), with the stem in the corner, and the larva facing up. Use the tabs to glue it into place.

6. Lightly glue the two sides of the Monarch pupa stem together. Curl the stem lengthwise with the pupa facing out. Then place the Monarch pupa into the correct section of the mini quadrama (remember the order of the Monarch life cycle), with the ends of the stem at the top edges of the angled walls, and the pupa facing out. Use the tabs to glue it into place, then gently bend the pupa at the top so that it hangs straight down.

7. Glue the long side of the Monarch adult stand under the opposite, matching side. Then glue the triangle flap to the remaining two tabs.

8. Lightly glue both sets of the Monarch adult wings together, then glue the underside of the body down on top of them. Bend the wings slightly upwards at the body.

9. Place the Monarch adult stand into the correct section of the mini quadrama (remember the order of the Monarch life cycle), center the stand on the polygon, and glue into place. When the glue is dry, arrange the Monarch adult on the stand, and glue into place when satisfied with its placement.

10. To assemble the quadrama labels, glue the blank sections together. Then glue the labels into the appropriate sections of the Monarch mini quadrama.